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Month Overview :

In this unit, students investigated the meaning of Aesthetics and how to
look at art from a different point of view. They managed to investigate
the different sources of inspiration the different artists used in their art,
from an eastern to a western aesthetic inspiration, to natural and
artificial aesthetical inspiration. They adapted their understanding of
famous artworks into an adapted study of their own artwork and theme.  
Their interpretation and judgement was evident throughout the process,
since they covered all four parts of a proper art analysis.



Activities and Tasks Overview: 

As the students started developing their painting and coloring skills
using oil pastel and watercolors techniques they were now able to
develop their formative initial ideas towards a personal sense of
aesthetics. Each student had the choice to pick one artist’s artwork from
the analysis activity and see if they can change, or build on it their own
artwork. This formative activity paved the way for their summative as
they were now more free to choose the artworks, compare them and
then elaborate their aesthetical source of inspiration into their own
themes. Students were faced with different inquiries, the unit challenged
their creativity and their artistic sense. Some found it easy and some
took on the challenge. Art is an expression of the persons’ experiences
and it is not always easy to grasp, therefore the title of the unit was well
embedded in the milestones that the students went through, different
ways of seeing were indeed established.

Assessment Overview :

The students were able to present their understanding of how Different
Interpretations of aesthetical boundaries give beauty a different
meaning. All four criteria were covered during this unit, Criterion A
(Knowing and Understanding), Criterion B (Developing Skills), Criterion C
(Thinking Creatively) and Criterion D (Responding). They supported their
artwork with remarks, notes and well rounded understanding of the
artwork of inspiration.









Month Overview :

This unit focuses on the art of acting techniques and storytelling in dramatic
space. This month we focused in particular on the modern acting techniques.

Activities and Tasks Overview :

Students started to watch and practice examples of dramatic storytelling
techniques and acting with style. Discussion and applying techniques were
more practical.

Assessment Overview :

 A summative assessment will be given at the end of this month. It will include a
specific technique the student will choose and then he/she will apply it in a
short performance.







Month Overview :

We are still covering the same unit. Students learned how to describe a
school day. They also learned to tell time in French and how to read a
timetable. Also, they described their school as well as what subjects they
take. They were able to give ideas about what the school is for. They also
discussed the interdiction of mobiles at school.



Activities and Tasks Overview (Phase 3) :

Students learned some verbs to help them describe each school subject.
Learners discussed what they prefer as school subjects and what they
don’t like and why. They watched a video about a teenager at school and
answered questions. They described their own school after being
exposed to texts about school. They imagined their ideal school. They did
some research about “What school is for?” We got plenty of ideas and
they posted their ideas on Padlet. We learned the IB learner profile in
French and English and found verbs for every attribute.  They discussed
the idea of forbidding mobiles at school by reading a text and giving their
opinions about this topic. All lessons had presentations, videos and
games to implement what we took and they were posted as resources on
Managebac and Google Classroom.

Assessment Overview (Phase 3) :

Summative assessment criterion C (Speaking) will be held on the 7th of
December.

Activities and Tasks Overview (Phase 2) :

Learners identified different school materials and activities. Then, they
worked on analyzing a timetable and answered different questions
about it. Learners explored the comparative and the superlative by going
through different learning engagements, videos and games posted on
Google Classroom and on Managebac.

Assessment Overview (Phase 2) : 

Learners will sit for a summative assessment on the 7th of December to
cover Criteria C (Speaking)



Activities and Tasks Overview (Phase 1)  : 

Learners went through several topics this month such as; vocabulary
about school subjects and how to talk about their favorite school
subjects. At the end of this lesson, they customized their own school
timetable and shared it with their classmates. Learners talked about
their daily routines by using certain vocabulary and verbs to express
that. At the end of this lesson, they prepared a paragraph of what they
do in their daily routine and shared it with their classmates. Learners
revised the three groups of verbs in present form with examples as well
as having a look at the reflexive verbs “Les verbes pronominaux” , how to
conjugate them and when to use them.

Assessment Overview (Phase 1) :

Summative assessments will be held during December.







Month Overview :

In this month, we finished everything related to the first unit including
the summative assessments. Then, we started the new unit which is
about ratio, proportion and rate.



Activities and Tasks Overview :

Students have revised some of the prior knowledge that they need for
the new unit, and then we started by applying their knowledge about
percentages for solving problems in context. Most of the activities were
done using visible thinking routines (creative thinking skills). They also
practiced group work where they have to give and receive meaningful
feedback using sticky notes. After that, students started with ratios; 
 simplified, equivalent  and different forms of representing ratios.

Assessment Overview :

Students had their summative assessment in Criteria A (Knowing and
Understanding), C (Communicating)  and D (Applying Mathematics in
Real-life Contexts) that were related for the first unit. They are having
some pieces of homework as a formative assessment in Criterion A.





Month overview : 

This unit focuses on the FIBA updated Rules 2018. Students learned the rules
that changed. They also learned that communication is very important to 
 affect the team system in a good way.

Activities and Tasks Overview : 

Students understood what they should do in this unit after going over the unit
overview by explaining the concepts and global context. We watched a video
about the rules of basketball to make a revision and remember the rules we
took in year 1. Then, students started working on the powerpoint slides to talk
about the updated rules. They watched a video about the layup skills right &
left.

Assessment Overview : 

Formative Assessment in Criterion A Students will be asked to write
conclusions about the latest changes in rules by FIBA and they will be
encouraged to practice oral presentations to get feedback from their teacher
on presentation skills and content presented according to the strands of
Criterion A.






